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Abstract 

In Infotopia, citizens enjoy a wide range of information about the organizations upon which 
they rely for the satisfaction of their vital interests. The provision of that information is 
governed by the four principles of democratic transparency. Democracy transparency both 
extends and critiques current enthusiasms about transparency. It urges us to conceptualize 
information politically, as a resource to turn the behavior of large organizations in socially 
beneficial ways. Transparency efforts have targets, and we should think of those targets as large 
organizations —  public and civic, but especially private and corporate. Democratic 
transparency consists of four principles. First, information about the operations and actions of 
large organizations that affect citizens’ interests should be rich, deep, and readily available to the 
public. Second, the amount of available information should be proportionate to the extent to 
which those organizations jeopardize citizens’ interests. Third, information should be organized 
and provided in ways that are accessible to individuals and groups that use that information. 
Finally, the social, political, and economic structures of society should be organized in ways that 
allow individuals and groups to take action based on Infotopia’s public disclosures.



 

1. Introduction 

We depend upon information to guide action in nearly every dimension of our lives. In a better 

world, that information would not only be true and plentiful, but it would enable us to make 

decisions that reliably advance our interests as consumers, clients, and equal citizens of 

democratic societies. In the pages below, I develop “Infotopia” as an idea of that better world. 

Infotopia offers a perspective on the economic and political role of information that provides 

guidance on how we might move toward a society in which the informational environment 

better supports our desires for welfare and democracy. 

This investigation begins from a stylized problem. In developed and developing societies alike, 

individuals rely upon numerous organizations that include providers of public and private 

services, manufacturers of consumer goods, governments that regulate their health and safety, 

and financial organizations that provide credit or manage their investments. People need 

information to assess whether such organizations protect their interests or predate upon them, 

to choose which organizations (and so which products and services) to rely upon, to decide 

whether to oppose or support various organizations, and to develop and execute strategies to 

affect and interact with them. 

Information, then, can be a critical resource — like money, organization, social capital, or 

political support — that can be structure and distributed in ways that support or undermine the 

Real Utopian values of equality, freedom, and democracy. In every contemporary society, 

individuals and groups frequently lack the information they require to effectively manage their 

relationships with the organizations they face. Often, organizations — be they private 

corporations, governments, or even civic organizations — refuse to disclose information. Even 

when information is available, it may assume forms that are difficult to interpret or it may not 
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come in time to be useful. Individuals may fail to acquire and assimilate information due to its 

cognitive costs, their own limitations, or behavioral patterns in which decisions do not rely 

upon that information.  

Transparency1 is a solution to the problems that lack of information pose. If the problem is that 

organizations possess information that individuals need to evaluate organizations and to make 

them accountable, then increasing the transparency of those organizations is a direct solution. 

The challenge is to articulate a version of transparency — principles and proposals — that can 

produce an informational environment that is just and democratic in that it enables individuals 

to protect their interests and, collectively, to control the organizations that affect their lives.2 

This essay develops this vision of democratic transparency. 

Over the past three decades, new forms of transparency have spread across the world and the 

provisions for transparency have deepened in many places that already enjoyed a tradition of 

openness. While only five countries had national Freedom of Information laws in 1980, fifty-

nine countries had adopted them by 2004.3 More recently, spurred in part by the Internet 

revolution, many nations have committed to pro-actively making government information 

publicly available. In 2011, eight founding governments — Brazil, Indonesia, Mexico, Norway, 

Philippines, South Africa, United Kingdom, United States — launched an Open Government 

Partnership (OGP) in which participating countries commit to policies to make their own data 

more readily available to their citizens. Over 73 countries sent some 1,200 delegates to the first 

                                                      
1 The discussion in this paper build upon, and extends, the discussion of transparency in Fung, Graham, and Weil. 

Full Disclosure: The Perils and Promise of Transparency (2007). 

2 For a justification of why individuals should be able to control the organizations that affect their lives, see author, 

“The Principle of Affected Interests: A Defense”, manuscript 2012. 

3 On the growth of FOIA provisions globally, see Roberts, Alasdair. Blacked Out: Government Secrecy in the 

Information Age. Cambridge University Press, 2008. 
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meeting of the OGP in Brasilla in April 2012.4 In specific policy areas such as environmental 

regulation, health, and product and food safety, governments around the world have pursued 

information-based regulatory strategies.5  

These developments lay a promising foundation from which to build upon the liberating 

possibilities of information, but they offer starting points rather answers. Normatively, these 

measures are variously justified by citizens’ need for political and governmental information in 

order to exercise their democratic rights of self-government, by a more general “right-to-know,” 

or by utilitarian considerations that individuals will make better choices for themselves if they 

possess more information.6 While not incorrect, these positions underplay the democratic 

contributions of information. As a consequence, policies that follow from these justifications are 

frequently mis-targeted and partial. 

Below, I develop the notion of democratic transparency. This account of transparency is 

democratic with regard to both ends and means. On ends, the public provision of information 

are justified by democratic goals: citizens can use information to exercise influence over the 

organizations that affect their lives and to navigate life choices in ways that are more likely to 

advance their own welfare and flourishing. This account of transparency is also democratic 

with regard to means: it is only through the collective effort and authority of citizens — acting 

through the mechanism of their governments or through social action — that can compel public 

and private organizations to disclose information that they would rather keep secret. 

                                                      
4 For more einformation about the Open Government Partnership, see: http://www.opengovpartnership.org/. 

5 See, for example, Tietenberg, Tom, and David Wheeler. “Empowering the Community: Information Strategies for 

Pollution Control.” Frontiers of environmental economics (2000): 85-120 and Yeling Tan, “Clearing the Air: The 

Role of NGOs in China’s Environmental Transparency Measures” (2011, Manuscript on file with Author). 

6 Cite Obama Administration smart disclosure policy from Sunstein memo. 
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Democratic transparency is built upon four principles. First is availability: information should be 

available to citizens so that they can protect their vital interests. Second is proportionality: 

organizations should provide information to citizens in proportion to the extent to which their 

actions threaten the interests of citizens or create risks to them. Third is accessibility: given the 

what we know about how people acquire information and make decisions from the science of 

cognition and psychology, information should be provided in ways that individuals can 

understand. The fourth principle is actionability: political, social, and economic structures should 

be arranged in ways that enable individuals and organizations to take action that utilizes 

information to protect themselves and influence powerful organizations. I will elaborate these 

principles and some of their implications below. 

Before doing so, the next section offers one way of understanding the current threads of policy 

development and public debate about transparency. I argue that there are three positions: 

information on-demand, naked government, and targeted transparency. Democratic 

transparency extends the notion of targeted transparency developed by Mary Graham, David 

Weil, and me in our book Full Disclosure: The Perils and Promise of Transparency.  The third section 

articulates the four principles of democratic transparency, and the foruth section sketches an 

application of these principles to the domain of health care products and services. 

 

2. Three Transparencies 

Everyone wants transparency, but the important question is: what kind of transparency should 

we have? There are at least three distinct kinds of transparency on-offer in contemporary policy 

debates. Polemically, I will call them: information on-demand, naked government, and targeted 

transparency. Consider these in turn. 
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A. Information On-Demand (Freedom of Information) 

Though the idea was born in the wake of the New Deal in the 1930s, the United States did not 

adopt the Freedom of Information Act until 1966.7 Championed by journalists and reform 

organizations, such as Ralph Nader’s Center for the Study of Responsive Law, the law created a 

presumption that citizens should be able to obtain government documents unless there is a 

compelling interest — such as national security concerns — for secrecy. It created processes for 

citizens to request such documents and for officials to consider and comply with their requests.8 

Though freedom of information seemed for a time distinctly American, with only a handful of 

countries implementing similar provisions between 1966-1980, nations around the world began 

adopting Freedom of Information provisions more rapidly after 1980. By 2012, over 90 countries 

had enacted some kind of Freedom of Information statutes.9 In the United States and elsewhere, 

Freedom of Information laws have enabled investigative journalists and civil society 

organizations to bring many controversies and scandals to light. 

Freedom of Information laws create a basic structure of information “on-demand.” They create 

a right of citizens to request information, and an obligation upon government to either provide 

that information or explain why they will not. Information on-demand provisions constitute a 

fundamental and broad step toward creating a democratic informational environment. It is 

important to note several features and limits of such provisions. 

First, information on-demand requires certain civic institutions in order to improve democratic 

accountability. In particular, social actors must be in a position to demand information and make 

                                                      
7 Finland and Sweden had older versions of rights to information. 

8 For a description of Freedom of Information laws, see Roberts (2008) 

9 See Roberts (2008) and “Access to Information Laws and Statutory Goals” URL: http://right2info.org/access-to-

information-laws/access-to-information-laws-overview-and-statutory#_ftnref7, accessed on June 26, 2012. 
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political use of that information. Such actors are typically not unaffiliated individuals, but 

rather professional media or advocacy organizations, or private corporations who have material 

or mission-driven interest in obtaining information (such as information about their market 

competitors) and who possess the analytic capacity to make sense of it. In societies where the 

Fourth Estate is immature or dependent or where civil society organizations are weak, no one 

will be in a position to utilize the on-demand structure that Freedom of Information creates.10 

Second, Freedom of Information provisions make it possible for citizens to demand information 

that government already possesses, such as records of agency decision-making and the inputs 

into such decisions, personnel records, regulatory and investigatory record keeping, records 

kept in the process of policy implementation, and other such data. An apt metaphor is that the 

public should be able to open government’s file drawers and view the contents. But much of the 

information important for democratic accountability — such as information about the 

performance of government or the consequences of particular policies — may not exist, or may 

not be readily interpretable, from those files. The most democratically important kinds of 

information may require new efforts to collect and process data. 

Third, Freedom of Information creates a right to demand information is often focused upon the 

decisions or actions of a government. But as the activities of organizing collective life and 

providing public goods and services moves toward networks of governance and is “contracted 

out” to private sector actors, the most democratically important kinds of information may be 

information about the activities of private and civic organizations rather than governments 

themselves. From the democratic perspective, constricted domain is the most critical limitation 

of the logic of Freedom of Information’s on-demand approach: it’s scope is limited principally 

                                                      
10 Cite world bank report on Freedom of Information here. 
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to information about government, but the information that is most critical to citizens’ personal 

and political interests often concerns non-governmental entities. 

 

B. Naked Government (Open Government) 

In the past two or three years, “Open Government” has emerged as an important approach to 

public information provision in the United States, the United Kingdom, and in many other 

countries. There are two main differences between the Open Government approach and the 

information on-demand provisions that preceded it. First, Open Government changes the 

default presumption about publicity. For example, U.S. President Barack  Obama 

Administration’s Open Government Directive indicates that “agencies should proactively… 

disseminate useful information, rather than waiting for specific requests under FOIA.”11 

Second, Open Government is especially attentive to the digitalization of information. 

Championed by technologists, Open Government policies in the United States and the United 

Kingdom often stress the release of “data-sets” and the importance of providing information in 

machine-readable formats that can be searched and analyzed using computational tools and 

methods.12  

While many data sets have already been released under the banner of Open Government, it will 

be some time before we understand the complex consequences of these policies.13 In its design 

                                                      
11 See Peter R. Orzag, Director, OMB “Open Government Directive” (December 9, 2009). URL: 

http://www.whitehouse.gov/open/documents/open-government-directive (accessed on June 27, 2012). 

12 The Obama administration’s Open Government Directive, ibid., provides that “each agency shall identify and 

publish online in an open format at least three high-value data sets” and that “agencies should publish information 

online in an open format that can be retrieved, downloaded, indexed, and searched by commonly used web search 

applications. An open format is one that is platform independent, machine readable” 

13 Rojas, Francisca. Recovery Act Transparency: Learning from States’ Experience. (Washington, D.C.: IBM Center 

for the Business of Government, 2012). URL: 
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and ambition, however, Open Government is an incremental extension of information on-

demand. It provides information that government already possesses more readily and 

accessibly. That information is often information about the activities of government itself. As 

with Freedom of Information, one central limit of the Open Government logic is its limited 

scope — these efforts tend to focus upon government rather than upon the private or civic 

sectors.  

Elsewhere, David Weil and I have argued that Open Government may actually work — 

ironically and counterproductively — in ways that undermine the broader sentiments that 

would support democratic transparency more broadly.14 At one limit, Open Government 

becomes Naked Government. In order to advance a politics of accountability, Open 

Government favors releasing vast troves of data concerning the operations of government, 

including information about the activities of officials, revenue and expenditure information, 

and so on. Perhaps the single largest concerned Open Government effort to date, for example, 

has been the Obama Administration’s collection and release of financial information associated 

with the American Reinvestment and Recovery Act. When President Obama introduced this 

effort in 2009, he said: 

 This is going to be a special Web site that we set up that gives you a report on where the 

money’s going in your community, how it’s being spent, how many jobs are being 

created, so that all of you can be the eyes and ears.15   

                                                                                                                                                                           
http://www.businessofgovernment.org/sites/default/files/Recovery%20Act%20Transparency.pdf (accessed on July 

29, 2012). 

14 Archon Fung and David Weil. “Open Government, Open Society” Chapter 8 of Collaboration, Transparency, and 

Participation in Practice (New York: O’Reilly Media, 2010) (with David Weil): 105-114. 

15 President Barack Obama, February 9, 2009. Transcript 

http://cdn.oreilly.com/oreilly/booksamplers/9780596804350-sampler.pdf
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But these data are not neutral in their political consequences. Some of the main users of Open 

Government data are journalists seeking to expose the waste or theft of public funds (one 

central form of accountability). Many in their audiences are pessimistic about government; 

when pollsters asked whether “this country is run by a few big interests looking out for 

themselves” or whether it is run “for the benefit of all the people” in 2004, 54% of respondents 

thought that it was run by a few big interests.16 Naked Government may thus systematically 

reinforce negative perceptions of government. Simply put, the politics of accountability often 

associated with Open Government can amount to an Amazon five star rating system in which 

government can only receive one or two stars. 

 

C. Targeted Transparency 

“Targeted Transparency” describes disclosure policies that operate according to a logic very 

different from either information on-demand or naked government. In Full Disclosure, Mary 

Graham, David Weil, and I developed the concept of “targeted transparency” to describe public 

policies that compel organizations — sometimes governmental but often private sector — to 

disclose information in order to advance some specific public purpose such as improving public 

health, increasing product safety, or reducing risk.17 

Philosophically, targeted transparency differs from either information-on-demand or Naked 

Government in its unabashed consequentialism. Targeted transparency policies — such as 

nicotine content warnings, fuel efficiency or crash worthiness labels on automobiles, or 

                                                      
16 The American National Election Studies, The ANES Guide to Public Opinion and Electoral Behavior (University 

of Michigan, Center for Political Studies). 

17 Fung, Graham and Weil, Full Disclosure. 

http://www.electionstudies.org/
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organizational “report cards” that disclosure hospital infection rates or patient outcomes for 

nursing homes — are justified primarily because they aim to improve particular outcomes — 

such as lower lung cancer rates, lower petroleum consumption and auto fatalities, and safer 

hospitals and nursing homes. Information on-demand and naked government may well have 

beneficial consequences, but those laws and policies are primarily justified as vindicating 

informational rights and so establishing the appropriate relationship between citizens and their 

state. 

This philosophical difference may correlate with a critical difference in the longer term political 

effects of these different classes of transparency policies. Targeted transparency policies rely 

upon the regulatory and other coercive powers of government to secure information from 

organizations — other units of government, private sector corporations and civil society groups 

— who would otherwise keep that information secret. If Naked Government (and by extension 

information on-demand) undermines public support by continually calling into question the 

competence of officials and the effectiveness of public programs, it undermines just these 

capabilities required for democratic transparency. 

Put a different way, information-on demand and Naked Transparency focus upon providing 

information about government because they presume that, democratically speaking, citizens 

should be most wary of their government’s actions, democratically speaking. In societies where 

social, economic, and political life is dominated by the state, such as authoritarian countries or 

some developing societies, then information about government action may indeed be the most 

relevant information for citizens to advance their interests. However, in many societies — 

especially democratic capitalist societies — the major threats to citizens’s interests come not 

from government, but rather from corporations and sometimes secondary associations. In such 
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societies, citizens’ main informational interest — democratically speaking — is in the kinds of 

information that can help them to manage the risks imposed by those organizations and to tame 

them. Their government is often the only organization with the wherewithal to wrest this 

information from powerful corporate and social actors. 

Targeted transparency describes the logic according to which discrete efforts to secure such 

information can be effective in improving outcomes valued by citizens and policy-makers alike. 

Targeted transparency has two components. First, it specifies a consequential approach to 

information policies. One justification for disclosure is that it can trigger political, social, and 

economic dynamics that advance substantive public policy objectives such as risk reduction and 

organizational performance. Second, targeted transparency offers an analytic apparatus for 

understanding why some transparency policies advance their aims successfully while others 

fail to do so. Targeted transparency is a more promising starting point for building up 

democratic transparency — for Infotopia — than either Information on Demand or Naked 

Government.  

Democratic transparency, then, relies heavily upon targeted transparency but it is not the same 

thing. Democratic transparency utilizes disclosure to achieve two specific democratic ends: 

enabling citizens to advance their interests in the face of large organizations that affect their 

lives and to help them regulate those organizations. Democratic transparency explicitly relies 

upon the benevolent public power of the state. Laws and regulations are usually the only force 

sufficient to reliably compel public and private organizations alike to publicly disclose the most 

democratically valuable information. Whereas targeted transparency is primarily a policy 

analytic apparatus and then a normative guide to information-based regulation, democratic 

transparency incorporates a broader agenda that develops guidance concerning (i) who should 
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be made more transparent and (ii) broader reforms that enable individuals and organizations to 

act on public disclosures. In the next section, we develop the principles of democratic 

transparency. 

 

3. Four Principles of Democratic Transparency 

Infotopia is a informational world governed by the ideal of democratic transparency. 

Democratic transparency, in turn, is defined by four principles of public information: 

availability, proportionality, accessibility, and actionability. Consider these in turn. 

A. Availability 

The first principle of democratic transparency is that the information citizens’ need to protect 

their vital interests should be available to them. A minimal sense of availability is that such 

information not be secret — that its access is not prohibited in principle by strictures such as 

governmental secrecy or proprietary intellectual property restrictions that govern much of the 

information produced and collected by private corporations. The on-demand provisions of 

Freedom of Information Laws described above reach toward satisfying this minimal 

requirement for some kinds of information. Citizens have the right to certain kinds of 

information — so it is in principle available. In order to actually acquire that information, they 

must request that information from the appropriate government organizations. Democratic 

transparency, however, creates a standard of availability that is more demanding in four ways.  

First, akin to the ambitions of Open Government government activists, information that citizens 

need should be available by default rather than upon request. That is, information should be on-

tap rather than on-demand. For example, citizens have a vital interest in knowing whether the 

food that they consume is free from biological and chemical contaminants. Information 
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regulations should not just provide that public agencies provide food production inspection 

information when citizens request it, but that information should be publicly available by 

default. That information, furthermore, should be provided in ways that take advantage of 

modern information and communication technologies — available in digital, downloadable, 

and “mashable” formats. 

Second, as mentioned above, democratic transparency demands a scope of information 

availability that is much broader than either On-Demand or Naked-Government approaches. In 

particular, whether or not information should be available to the public depends not in the first 

instance on whether it is information about government action or whether government already 

possesses that information, but on whether that information is important to protecting citizens’ 

vital interests. In the food safety information example above, for example, both Freedom of 

Information and Open Government champions would typically favor the release of inspection 

information already collected by a government food inspectorate. Democratic transparency 

begins with the fact that the vital public health interests are affected by the actions of food 

manufacturers, and therefore that information about the behavior of those companies and their 

products should be publicly available, whether or not public authorities already possess that 

information. 

Third, then, democratic transparency imposes pro-active obligations to acquire and make 

information that vital to citizens’ interests available to them. If food safety information falls into 

that category, as I believe it does, democratic transparency dictates either that government 

begin to collect the information and make it publicly available or that food manufacturers do so 

voluntarily. 
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The fourth characteristic of availability under democratic transparency is that deep levels of 

information should be available. In debates about disclosure regulation, some argue that 

government should provide citizens with very simple information — such as letter grades, color 

codes, or warning labels — because reams of data on chemical contents, inspection details, and 

more raw data can be confusing and difficult to digest. As a matter of sheer availability, 

however, information relevant to citizens’ interests should be offered in highly detailed and 

disaggregated ways. Once a deep and detailed level of information is publicly available, 

government agencies and third parties can analyze and package that information to make it 

comprehensible to citizens. On most complex issues, there will be disagreement and debate 

about the meaning and significance of that raw data: how much bacterial contamination is 

acceptable in beef? What level  of capital reserves must banks have in order to remain 

sustainably solvent? Such debate is appropriate and can be constructive. However, deep and 

detailed levels of information are required to inform that debate. 

 

B. Proportionality 

Even in Infotopia, it is not possible to collect and disseminate all of the information that citizens 

might possibility desire. Therefore, the democratic transparency requires a regulative principle 

to establish informational priorities. What kinds of data merit the greatest democratic efforts to 

collect, publicize, analyze, and utilize? 

The second principle of democratic transparency establishes this priority: information should be 

publicly available in proportion to the extent to which that information enables citizens to protect their 

vital interests. Because democratic transparency focuses upon the relationship between citizens 

and the large organizations upon which they depend, and more specific formulation of this 
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second principle of proportionality is that: 

 Information about organizations should be public available in proportion to the extent that 

the actions of those organizations threaten and create risks to citizens’ vital interests. 

The basic notion is that organizations vary in the extent to which they pose threats to citizens, 

and that citizens should concentrate their efforts to secure information upon those organizations 

that pose the greatest threat. The application of the principle of proportionality will be 

inevitably controversial for at least three reasons. First, individuals vary in the risks they face 

from particular organizations. For example, the infirm face greater risks from health care 

organizations than the healthy. Second, reckoning of risk depends upon differences in values, 

perspectives, and ideology. For the libertarian, government is the organization that creates the 

greatest risk because liberty is the most vital interest. Third, the results of applying the 

proportionality principle vary across political-economic contexts. For example, in authoritarian 

countries in which the state governs social and economic life, citizens should focus their efforts 

on securing information about the state and its actions. In capitalist democracies, the 

proportionality principle directs more collective effort to liberating information at private 

corporations because they figure more largely in citizens’ lives. 

But such disagreement are disputes about the proper application of the proportionality 

principle rather than dispute about the principle itself. What kinds of organizations pose greater 

and lesser threats to citizens’ interests? As a way to develop the notion of proportionality, 

consider three different kinds of risks — product and service risk, domination risk, and social 

externality risk — and how information is ingredient in citizens’ efforts to control them. 
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Products and Services Risk 

In every modern society, we depend upon the safety and quality of countless products and 

services that we consume and utilize for our health, happiness, and general welfare. Consider 

just a few examples. When we go to the doctor or check into a hospital, our health depends 

upon the quality of treatment that we receive. When we take the medicines prescribed to us, we 

hope that they as reliable as advertised and that we know and understand the side effects and 

other adverse consequences. When we purchase food at the grocery store, we hope that it is free 

of biological and chemical contaminants that will make us sick. When we drive our cars to 

work, we presume that the brakes and accelerator function as advertised and that the car is 

robust in case of accident.  

In advanced industrial societies, government regulation plays a large role in controlling the 

risks that emerge from such products and services. This is as it should be. If government were 

perfectly democratic, wise, and effective, Infotopia would be superfluous. But modern 

governments face many challenges to protecting citizens from product and services risks. 

Industries lobby for standards and regulations that are weaker than they ought to be. There are 

too few inspectors for too many factories and facilities. Some important risks are emergent or 

too novel to generate the level of scientific or political consensus necessary for regulation. 

In Infotopia, citizens possess information as an additional, more direct, path of self-defense and 

corporate accountability. In Infotopia, citizens would have information about the risks that such 

products and services pose at their fingertips so that they could better navigate such risks. In 

the arena of health services, for example, people would know about the comparative safety 

records of hospitals (e.g. rates of secondary infection and medical mistakes) as well as cost, 

qualifcation, and outcome information. For drugs and medical devices, the full records of 
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reported side effects and “adverse events” would help patients and their advocates establish 

and assess the real risks that they face. Details of food production, including ingredients, 

processes, biological modifications, contamination rates, and hygiene practices would equip 

consumers and safety organizations to assess nutritional risks and press for higher quality food. 

Similarly, for cars and other such products, information not just about design, testing, and 

production, but also about accidents and malfunctions would be publicly available in Infotopia. 

The principle of proportionality works across and within this category of products and services 

risks. Across categories, risks posed by products and services are obviously hugely important in 

the lives of most citizens. Yet, the received perspectives of Freedom of Information and Open 

Government accord no special priority to such risks because they focus on making public 

information that governments already possess, without insufficient regard for what sorts of 

information governments should take pains to acquire and make public. Articulating extent of 

the risks that dangerous products and services create for citizens serves to underscore the 

importance of making information about the organizations that create these risks available to 

the public. To the extent that resources to collect and disseminate information are constrained, 

as they inevitably are, the principle of proportionality directs sustained effort to creating 

information about produces and services because they pose a high proportion of the threats to 

citizens’ well being. 

Within this category, the proportionality principle suggests that collective efforts to gather and 

disseminate information focus on products and services that pose the greatest risks to our well-

being - upon which we rely for our health and safety or those that endanger us.  
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Domination Risk 

Large organizations — especially governments — create laws, regulations, and other rules that 

order our social, economic, and political lives together. In confronting these organizations, 

citizens face the risk of domination: that the order under which they live is not one that they 

chose to live under nor one that serves their interests. Political freedom is certainly a vital 

interest, and so the proportionality principle directs attention to collecting the kinds of 

information that can help citizens assess and guard against domination risk. Though their 

language is different, mitigating domination risk is a central concern of many transparency 

activists.18  

Four different kinds of information about political processes are relevant for efforts to mitigate 

domination risk: transparency of the actors who influence the political process, of the 

formulation of laws and other rules that create social order, of the implementation and 

execution of that policy, and of its substantive consequences and outcomes. 

First, citizens must be able to know the identity of social actors who seek to influence 

governance processes — to make rules in their favor, that comport with their ideology, or to 

disenfranchise others — and the character of their political activities. Existing requirements for 

the disclosure of campaign contributions advance this kind of political transparency. Political 

transparency requires even fuller public disclosure by any organization — whether wealthy 

donor, lobbying group, political association, or corporation — seeking to influence the political 

process. Each of these groups is seeking to impose its views — in large ways and small ones — 

upon the larger society through the political process. By their very nature, this enterprise creates 

                                                      
18 Cite Sunlight Foundation’s central mission to develop transparency as an antidote to improper power, money, and 

influence. 
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domination risk for citizens. Thoroughgoing information about those activities is a necessary, 

though far from sufficient, condition for citizens to understand and defend against that risk. 

A second important resource against domination risk is information about the internal decision-

making processes of rule-making. Citizens should have access to the justifications for different 

laws and policies, evidence that figured in those justifications, and full debate about rejected 

alternatives and rationales. Publicity requirements for law-making such as sunshine laws and 

notice-and-comment provisions help to satisfy this informational requirement. Only with such 

information can citizens gauge whether the reasons that justify laws are ones that they endorse 

and whether laws and other rules satisfy their intended purposes. 

Beyond these inputs — political actors, their investments, and their arguments — to the rules 

that create social order, a third important kind of information to protect against domination risk 

makes transparent the implementation of laws and policies. For example, transparency activists 

in many different societies attempt to monitor actual flows of public funds to identify the kinds 

of theft, corruption, the abuse of power in which powerful political and social actors exploit 

their proximity to political power to plunder public coffers. Constructively, activists often 

utilize this information to increase the proportion of resources that fulfill their stated purposes. 

To address corruption at the village level, for instance, organizations such as the MKSS in 

Rajasthan, India have pioneered social audits as a tool to identify and correct discrepancies 

between actual and stated spending upon village level public goods.19 At the national level, the 

United States government made vast amounts of data regarding spending of more than $275 

                                                      
19 Jenkins, Rob and Anne Marie Goetz. “Accounts and Accountability: Theoretical Implications of the Right-to-

Information Movement in India.” Third World Quarterly 20.3 (1999): 603-22. 
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billion under the American Reinvestment and Recovery Act publicly available.20 

A fourth kind of information concerns the outputs of state action. Detailed records of what the 

governments actually do — its “outputs” — can help citizens to assess whether some social and 

political groups are using rule-making processes to dominate others. For example, the collection 

and analysis of differential police enforcement (e.g. profiling), sentencing, and incarceration 

actions has supported criticisms that the criminal justice apparatus in the United States enforces 

an order of racial domination and discrimination. On the other end of the spectrum of 

advantage, records of regulatory enforcement actions on powerful industrial actors — such as 

banks, mining and extractives industry operators, pharmaceutical companies, and automobile 

manufacturers can indicate the extent to which the systems that are meant to regulate these 

industries for public benefit have instead been captured by them. 

The proportionality principle direct us to collect and publicize information that reveals, and so 

creates a basis for combatting, domination risks. What kinds of domination take priority over 

others as threats to citizens vital interests? This is not the occasion to develop such as scale. 

Different kinds of domination, however, clearly threaten basic liberties (e.g. incarceration and 

even the death penalty), basic needs (e.g. to critical infrastructure and services), and equality of 

opportunity of citizens. Collective efforts to develop transparency as a counterforce against 

domination should perhaps focus on the arenas in which liberty, needs, and fairness are most 

threatened. 

 

                                                      
20 See Francisca Rojas (2012). 
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Externalities, Spillovers and Systemic Risk 

Information can also help citizens manage a third major kind of risk that comes from harmful 

externalities produced as consequence of the ordinary activities of large private and public 

organizations.21 The most familiar instances of this phenomena come from the environmental 

area — think of toxic pollution, carbon dioxide releases and consequent global climate change. 

Or, consider catastrophic accidents such as the industrial release of Methyl Isocyanate gas from 

a Union Carbide facility in Bhopal, India in 1984, the Exxon Valdez oil tanker spill in Prince 

William Sound in 1989, or the Deepwater Horizon blowout in the Gulf of Mexico in 2010. In the 

wake of the global financial crisis, the world has become acutely aware of the harms that can 

result from the spillover effects of financial decisions by large private and public institutions. 

These decisions wreak havoc not just for the narrow sellers and buyers of complex instruments, 

but for all who rely on the integrity of financial systems for housing, productive economic 

investment, pensions and security, and countless other domains. That is to say everyone. At the 

limit, some of these externalities create large scale systemic risks for natural and socio-economic 

systems. 

Under the proportionality principle, Infotopia requires that information about organizations 

that produce such spillovers and systemic risks be plentiful and widely available. Such 

information enables publicly interest organizations — such as civil society groups, watchdog 

organizations, and independent journalists — to monitor the production of externalities and to 

call attention to them. As with the other kinds of risk discussed above, these public activities do 

not substitute for the regulatory activities of a well-constituted government. Tragic events 

repeatedly demonstrate, however, that the efforts of government — either for want of capacity 

                                                      
21 See, for example, Ulrich Beck. World Risk Society. Cambridge, UK: Polity Press, 1999. 
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or will — frequently fail to control negative environmental and economic externalities. 

Informationally-empowered civic efforts can thus complement formal regulatory efforts in this 

domain. 

In the pollution domain, a family of efforts called Pollution Release and Transfer Registries 

(PRTR) illustrates how information can help society tame negative externalities. PRTRs require 

industrial facilities to publicly report the quantities of certain listed pollutants that they release 

into the ecosystem or transfer elsewhere. One of the oldest and best studied PRTRs is the Toxics 

Release Inventory (TRI) in the United States.22 Created in the late 1980s, the TRI now requires 

operators of some 20,000 facilities across the United States to report the volumes of their 

releases of any of 600 chemicals. These data are made public by the U.S. Environmental 

Protection Agency, but several environmental and watchdog organizations repackage and 

“mash-up” these data to make them more comprehensible. Citizen groups can use Toxics 

Release Inventory data to monitor the pollution performance of facilities in their communities. 

For journalists, TRI has proven an useful resource for generating rankings of top polluters. 

Corporate and facilities managers, up to the level of Chief Executives of major chemical 

corporations, have attributed embracing pollution reduction as an organizational priority to the 

existence of Toxics Release Inventory data. 

Pollution certainly remains a large environmental concern in the United States and other 

societies with Pollution Release and Transfer Registries. The TRI lacks neither flaws nor critics. 

                                                      
22 See, for example, Graham, Mary. Democracy By Disclosure : The Rise of Technopopulism. Washington, D.C.: 

Governance Institute/Brookings Institution Press, 2002; ,Hamilton, James T. “Pollution as News: Media and Stock 

Market Reactions to the Toxics Released Inventory Data.” Journal of Environmental Economics and Management 

28.1 (1995): 98-113; Fung, Archon. and Dara O’rourke. “Reinventing Environmental Regulation From the 

Grassroots Up: Explaining and Expanding the Success of the Toxics Release Inventory.” Environmental 

Management 25.2 (2000): 115-27. 
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Nevertheless, data such as those provided by the Toxics Release Inventory offer important 

resources for citizens to monitor externalities and even systemic risk in this important domain. 

The principle of proportionality instructs transparency advocates to direct their attention to 

liberating information and constructing data sets that illuminate the most threatening kinds of 

externalities and potential systemic risks: for example to the financial system, to systems of 

pensions and old age provision, and other environmental arenas such as global climate change.  

Consider a financial analog to pollution. Toxicologists and environmental health experts have 

for decades devoted themselves to establishing and publicizing the identities of noxious 

pollutants and their health effects. In Infotopia, data and metrics regarding the contents and 

risks of complex financial assets would be available and broadly understood. Pollution 

registries do not just report volumes of pollutants, but associate those emissions with particular 

facilities and the corporate entities that own them. In doing so, they enable citizens to grapple 

with not just levels of risk, but to identify the organizations that create that risk. Similarly, in a 

financial Infotopia, information about the risks associated with underlying assets and activities 

of all sorts of financial actors — banks, pension funds, corporate holdings, governments, non-

profit institutions — would be publicly available so that citizens could better assess the 

externalities and systemic risks facing them, and which financial actors create the largest such 

risks. 

The political challenges to creating rich information about externalities and systemic risks are 

daunting. Compared to product and services or domination risk, those who stand to suffer from 

externalities and systemic risk are in almost all cases much more diffuse in the intensity of their 

interest in preventing the externalities. It will therefore be more difficult for them to mobilize 

and organize to create the relevant kinds of transparency. The success of the Toxics Release 
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Inventory in the United States depended upon a vibrant environmental movement and political 

discourse, developing for two decades prior, that sought to remove threats to the environment. 

There is as yet no analogous political or social force in the financial arena, devoted to assuring 

the integrity of the system as a common good upon which we all depend by seeking to 

understand and publicize the many threats to it. 

 

C. Accessibility 

The third principle of Infotopia is that information should be accessible. As I use the term here, 

accessibility differs from availability in that it is a cognitive condition. Information is accessible 

to someone if they can make sense of that information as a factor that guides the formation of 

their views, decisions, and actions. Accessibility, then, depends but does not end with the 

availability of information. Accessibility requires agents who are motivated to acquire 

information and capable of processing it in specific ways. In considering the principle of 

accessibility, it is important to note that there are two broad categories of potential information 

users (the “someones” for whom information ought to be accessible): individuals and 

intermediary organizations. In thinking about information and transparency, we are tempted to 

focus on the first, but both kinds of information users are critical, and mutually supportive, in 

Infotopia. Each has different conditions of accessibility.23  

 

Individuals 

As consumers, investors, clients, and citizens, individuals rely upon information to make 

choices about cars, restaurants, breakfast cereals, houses, residential communities, pension 

                                                      
23 This discussion draws upon the action cycle in Fung, Graham, and Weil, Full Disclosure, Chapter 4. 
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plans, health care providers and political representatives. For information to be accessible and 

so figure constructively in such decisions, that information must be (i) salient to individuals’ 

values, (ii) offered in a time and manner that matches their habits of information acquisition, 

and is (iii) compatible with individuals’ economies of information processing and behavioral 

limitations. 

A simple but powerful illustration of accessibility comes from the system of ranking restaurant 

hygiene in Los Angeles County. Since 1998, the Los Angeles County Department of Health 

Services has required all restaurants to post a letter grade — A, B, or C — that reflects the most 

their most recent health and safety inspection rating. Researchers have shown that this system 

has contributed to improvements in the cleanliness of restaurants as well as reductions in 

hospitalizations for food-born illness.24 The LA restaurant report card system is highly 

accessible. 

First, the system offers information that is highly salient to the values of most restaurant goers: 

they don’t want to get sick. Second, report card information is provided in a time and manner 

— near the front entrances of restaurants — that is well suited to the ways in which consumers 

acquire information about restaurants generally: from street and building signage. Third, the 

information is provided in a way that requires little cognitive energy. Consumers receive a 

summary rating (as opposed to a disaggregated breakdown of inspection elements such as 

refrigeration temperatures, food storage practices, cleaning routines and so on) that is keyed to 

an index that is familiar to most of them from primary school.  

Though it serves to illustrate the main elements of individual information accessibility, the LA 

                                                      
24 Jin, Ginger Z., and Phillip Leslie. “The Effect of Information on Product Quality: Evidence From Restaurant 

Hygiene Grade Cards.” The Quarterly Journal of Economics 118.2 (2003): 409-51. 
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Restaurant Report Card example is also deceptive in its simplicity. Measures that ensure 

accessibility differ between issues and applications and elude any simple guidelines. The way in 

which individuals search out information to choose breakfast cereals, restaurants, surgeons, 

pension funds, and cars all differ, and so measures to assure appropriate time and manner will 

vary. While some information may be best offered at a point-of-purchase or service, on-line 

resources may be better suited to decisions in which individuals conduct research prior to a 

decision (as with cars or houses).  

Solutions to accessibility must be especially attentive to the limits of cognition and the insights 

of behavioral decision-making without taking behavior insights to the mistaken conclusion that 

individuals simply do not respond to information. In this way, Infotopia differs from many 

kinds of “nudges” and from libertarian paternalism generally.25 Both libertarian paternalism 

and transparency begin with a common problem: individuals make decisions that are not good 

for them. The libertarian paternalist responds by creating a default selection for that individual 

that is generally superior from a welfare perspective. In New York City, for example, the 

Bloomberg administration has banned the sale of soft drinks over 16 ounces in size and thus 

created a 16 ounce default serving size. Individuals may of course still drink 32 ounces by 

purchasing two 16 ounce servings.26 In the pensions arena, many employers have begin to offer 

a standard, default option of an age-balanced portfolio that automatically shifts the investment 

balance to a lower proportion of (higher-risk) equities as a beneficiary ages. 

                                                      
25 See Thaler, Richard H., and Cass R. Sunstein. Nudge: Improving Decisions About Health, Wealth, and Happiness. 

Yale University Press, 2008 and Thaler, RH, and CR Sunstein. “Libertarian Paternalism.” The American Economic 

Review (2003). 

26 Grynbaum, Michael M. “New York Plans to Ban Sale of Big Sizes of Sugary Drinks” in the New York Times, 

May 31, 2012. p. A1. 
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From a cognitive perspective, libertarian paternalism has the marked advantage of requiring no 

cognitive effort from the individuals at all. Individuals simply accept the defaults that 

benevolent technocrats have determined to be welfare optimizing for them — the 16 oz soft 

drink and the age adjusted pension investment plan. One objection to libertarian paternalism is 

that defaults may be difficult to properly set in some domains — perhaps because individual 

needs are diverse  (consider the restaurant hygiene example or the problem of automobile 

purchases). Another is that the technocrats who set the defaults may be themselves subject to 

inappropriate influences.  

In its accessibility principle, democratic transparency responds to criticisms about cognitive and 

behavioral limits of individual decision-making — that strong rational choice views make 

heroic assumptions about individual willingness and capacity to incorporate new information 

into decision-making — while still presuming that individuals can and will make use of 

information under particular conditions. When individuals view the information as relevant to 

values they seek, when they can easily acquire that information in the course of their ordinary 

search routines, and when assimilating that information is worthwhile for them, compared to 

the importance of improving the decision that is at stake (e.g. report cards for small choices 

such as restaurants and more detailed information for major choices such as mortgages, cars, 

and flat screen televisions). 

Intermediary Organizations 

Discussions of transparency usually focus upon individual users of information such as those 

just described. In actually-existing transparency systems and in Infotopia, however, 

intermediary organizations often constitute the most democratically significant users of 

information. Think here of professionals in large organizations such as newspapers and 
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television news, advocacy and watchdog organizations, investment analysts and institutional 

investors, and government inspectors and managers. 

In the category of products and services risks described above, we can expect individual users 

to engage effectively when transparency systems are well designed — by complying with these 

four principles of democratic transparency — because their own needs and values are directly 

at stake. For the other two categories of risk — political domination and externalities and 

systemic risks — it is not individuals but larger organizational aggregates who will figure more 

largely, by exposing, advocating, mobilizing, and generating other forms of countervailing 

power to the organizations responsible for creating those risks.  

One reason for the importance of such professional organizations (including civic groups and 

social movement organizations) is that those harmed by problems such as political domination 

and externality risk form large groups and so are often unmotivated as individuals to utilize 

information about such risks. In domains — such as political accountability, environmental 

protection, health care, employer behavior, pension fund investments — there are often 

professional and advocacy organizations who devote themselves to understanding and 

sometimes mitigating such risks, sometime for their own narrow organizational aims and 

sometimes to advance a larger public purpose. 

These organizations can be both end-users of information and intermediaries who interpret and 

repackage that information for others. As end users, professional organizations consume data 

produced by transparency measures to advance their narrow organizational purposes, 

hopefully with the side-benefit of mitigating important public risks. Pension funds and other 

institutional investors, for example, try to utilize corporate financial disclosures to make sound 
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investments for the sake of their beneficiaries. Environmental interest groups use public 

information from databases such as the Toxics Release Inventory and from regulatory 

enforcement agencies to support their lobbying efforts. In the 1980s, housing advocates used 

federally disclosed information about private bank lending activity to protest banks that they 

accused of engaging in racial discrimination (red-lining) and to negotiate with those banks to 

reform their lending practices. 

Professional organizations also function as information intermediaries who process information 

and make it more accessible to their individual constituents. The Sunlight Foundation,27 for 

example, has created a large number of digital applications and platforms to make data about 

campaign spending, private sector lobbying, and legislative activity more accessible to 

individuals (and to journalists and others). Similarly, intermediary organizations have 

developed digital platforms that make pollution and other environmental data more accessible 

to their constituents. 

Such information intermediaries are critical in Infotopia because they are best suited to connect 

broader audiences with complex information and make it accessible to them. First, many of 

these organizations serve commercial, political , or social constituencies. As such, they are well 

suited to determine the informational needs of their constituents. Second, they possess channels 

of  communication with their constituents (e.g. those who frequent their web sites, publication 

subscribers, mailing list members) that facilitates the targeted transfer of important information. 

Third, professional organizations are more likely to possess the analytic capabilities necessary 

to organize complex information in sensible ways.  

                                                      
27 URL: http://www.sunlightfoundation.com/ (accessed on July 29, 2012). 
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A key component of the accessibility principle, then, is that public information be provided in 

ways that are accessible to this vast array of intermediary organizations. As a matter of 

governance, disclosure requirements and transparency systems should be co-designed by 

public authorities working with those intermediary organizations who are likely to utilize 

information in ways that mitigate risks to citizens vital interests. As motivated and 

sophisticated users, these organizations are best suited to identify the most important kinds of 

information and for articulating how that information ought to be provided (data structures, 

formats, timing, etc.) so that it is most accessible and so useful. 

 

D. Actionable 

Democratic transparency’s fourth principle is that information should be actionable. 

Information that does not alter decisions and actions of its audiences — or its targets — cannot 

fulfill the central aim of Infotopia: to provide information that enables citizens to protect their 

vital interests. And yet, discussions of transparency focus largely upon assuring that 

information is available without sufficient attention to whether and how that information is 

used. Infotopia requires not just the disclosure of information, but proximate economic, 

political, and social structures that appropriately facilitate action based on that information. A 

full inquiry of the structural conditions under which information leads to democratically 

constructive action ice far beyond the scope of this paper. However, in this section we 

considered three broad categories of action associated with information and some structural 

implications of those categories. 
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Individual Choices 

Infotopia aims to inform and improve — either directly or indirectly — the quality of individual 

actions. That information is much more likely to be efficacious when individual enjoy 

meaningful choices over which they apply information. Information about the quality of a 

hospital or health care provider, for example, will be more helpful to a person who can travel to 

more than one hospital or clinic. Conversely, consider information about financial contributions 

to politicians’ campaigns to mitigate political domination. This information is not automatically 

useful to a voter. In order to inform her choice on the dimension of money and politics, there 

are two necessary structural conditions that frequently do not hold. First, there must be 

competitive elections in which there is more than one serious candidate. But many elections in 

the United States are not very competitive; Congressional incumbent re-election rates typically 

surpass 90%.28 Second, there must be a meaningful difference between candidates regarding the 

quantity and sources of their political financing. If major candidates receive financing from very 

similar private sources, or in which the sources for each seem equally noxious after different 

fashions, campaign finance disclosures cannot inform individual choices. 

The value of Infotopia, then, depends not just upon systems that provide information in the 

ways described above (available, proportionate, accessible), but the much more demanding 

requirement of social, political, and economic structures in which there are meaningful choices 

that can be guided by that information. Of course, the existence and development of such 

choices lies far beyond the bounds of even an ambitious informational agenda. Noting this 

connection between information and the structure of available choices has two implications 

how transparency champions out to focus their incremental efforts to build Infotopia. 

                                                      
28 See, for example: http://www.opensecrets.org/bigpicture/reelect.php 
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First, in areas of public life that create great threats to vital interests, those who favor 

transparency should also favor structural reforms that create the relevant choices. The success 

of the information agenda frequently depends upon the success of other reform agendas. Those 

who favor disclosure of political spending should support and ally with those who favor 

reforms that increase the scope of political choice more broadly: efforts to increase political 

competition and choice through redistricting reforms, reforms to rules governing political 

parties, and to the electoral system more broadly. 

Second, the “low-hanging fruit” of Infotopia lies in those arenas of economic and political life in 

which meaningful choices exist because there is variation among the class of organizations that 

threaten citizens’ interests, but in which salient information is spare. The Los Angeles 

Restaurant Report Card system illustrates this case perfectly. There is wide variation among the 

hygiene practices of restaurants, but it was difficult for consumers to understand the quality of 

those practices prior to the Report Card policy. In the short and medium term, transparency 

activities should focus their efforts on arenas in which such underlying variation and individual 

choice exist. 

 

Civic Immune System 

As we have discussed, organizations and professional of different sorts, rather than individual 

citizens, often utilize disclosed information to good democratic effect. This is necessarily the 

case, not least because problems like political domination, spillovers, and systemic risk generate 

free-rider problems that hamper individual action for those who would organize to control 

these risks. Therefore, Infotopia requires a favorable structure of advocacy organizations, public 
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interest groups, and other civic associations that are disposed toward transparency and capable 

of using the information that comes from it. The civic structure of Infotopia has two broad 

elements. 

First, Infotopia requires an ecology of public interest civic associations that monitor and seek to 

limit the important threats to citizens’ vital interests. This ecology constitutes a kind of social 

immune system in which civic associations generate sources of countervailing power to the 

organizations — governments, private corporations, other civic organizations — that generate 

the various risks discussed above. Groups that address products and services risks include 

consumer advocates, patients rights groups, parent associations, and the like. In the domain of 

political domination, the civic immune system includes anti-corruption campaigners, small “d” 

democratic reformers, good government organizations, and perhaps trade unions. Groups that 

address spillover externality risk — and at the limit systemic risk — include financial reform 

advocates and environmental groups. Consistent with the principle of proportionality, the 

density and capacity of such groups would ideally be greater where there are more serious risks 

and threats. 

Second, Infotopia requires not just that there be capable countervailing civic organizations, but 

that they operate in ways that leverage the information rich environment which defines 

Infotopia. It is by no means given that advocacy organizations will utilize data at their disposal 

because they may be habituated to other strategies. Consider two contrasting strategies for 

fighting pollution. An environmental group might seek to reduce pollution by fighting for 

stricter environmental regulations and the enforcement of those regulations. This is a highly 

conventional advocacy strategy that does not rely on detailed information about actual 

pollution patterns. 
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Alternative information-based strategies are made possible by the presence of rich data such as 

that provided by the Toxics Release Inventory. With facility-level information, it becomes 

possible for environmental groups to identify the worst polluters and target individual 

violators. In order to employ data for risk-mitigation advocacy, however, such groups require 

new capabilities and strategies. Rather than simply lobbying for stronger government action, 

they would use complex environmental disclosures to help guide that government action in a 

more nuanced way. Such groups would also utilize data to inform and mobilize popular 

constituencies. That is, they would use environmental disclosure data not just to make their case  

for pollution prevention to legislators and state regulators, but to citizens and even to private 

sector managers. 

 

Informationally Responsive State 

In Infotopia, public disclosures catalyze not just individual and civil society activity, but it also 

state action. Beyond this, levers of governmental investigation, regulation, and enforcement are 

structured in ways that create avenues for individuals and groups to themselves act more 

effectively by using information to trigger governmental action. 

Government agencies typically employ internal inspections and other methods to gather 

specialized data to conduct their management and regulatory activties. In Infotopia, state agents 

can rely on sources of data that are much richer — though often less specialized — because they 

result from broader and more politically potent efforts to secure information from target 

organizations. In state-level management of US federal stimulus funds, for example, Governors’ 

offices made use of recovery act spending disclosures — intended largely for broader public 
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consumption — to improve the quality of their own public management. Similarly, regulatory 

agencies in Infotopia can draw upon a much wider array of information including employment 

conditions at workplaces, patient outcomes at health care facilities, pollution emissions of 

manufacturers, and investment and lending behavior of financial institutions. 

But regarding state action, the real promise of democratic transparency lies not in the direct use 

of information by governments, but in collaborative synergies in which civil society actors used 

data to collaborate with government agencies to combat threats to citizens’ vital interests. In 

Infotopia, state agencies are positively disposed toward such cooperation and so amplify the 

efforts of civic groups and citizens to act on information. To illustrate, consider the synergy 

between bank regulators and community organizations around Home Mortgage Disclosure Act 

(HMDA) data and efforts to combat racial discrimination.29 First passed in 1975 and then 

expanded subsequently in various years, HMDA requires banks to report disaggregated details 

about their home loan behavior to the federal regulatory authorities. As the name of the law 

suggests, those data are also disclosed publicly. Beginning in the 1980s, community 

organizations in urban communities used HMDA data to make a public argument that banks 

were engaging in discriminatory lending behavior. They then used HMDA data to identity the 

worst banks and target with protests and subsequent negotiation. In this highly political 

process, government did not simply make information available, but in effort supported the 

activities of these community organizations through its enforcement role. It is, after all, illegal 

for banks to engage in discriminatory lending. The Community Reinvestment Act provides 

some levers for regulators and community organizations to make good on this regulatory aim 

by taking into account the actual behavior of banks. Federal regulators took into account the 

                                                      
29 This discussion is drawn from Fung, Graham, and Weil (2007): 122-4. 
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evidence and arguments amassed by community organizations in their decisions about 

regulatory approvals and enforcement. In this way, regulators used their regulatory powers in 

ways that incorporated priorities articulated by civic organizations, utilized their analytic 

capabilities, and created incentives for these community groups to become more organized and 

competent.  

In Infotopia, these information based state-society collaborations would be much more common 

than they now are. From the democratic perspective, they marry the power of the state to the 

energies and priorities of civil society. David Weil30 and Janice Fine31 have articulated similar 

proposals in the arena of labor standards regulation. But such state-civil society synergies are 

controversial compared to more traditional approaches that rely solely on governmental efforts, 

not least because those who are regulated fear biased and overzealous enforcement. 

 

4. Infotopia in Health Care 

To firm up the idea of Infotopia, consider briefly — and very speculatively — how the 

principles of democratic transparency might apply in health care (an important group of 

products and services risk). 

Each of us relies on a complex array of organizations to provide health care through a wide 

range of products and services. When these organizations act incompetently or without due 

regard for us, they threaten an interest that is literally vital — health itself. In Infotopia, these 

                                                      
30 David Weil, “Crafting a Progressive Workplace Regulatory Policy: Why Enforcement Matters,” Comparative 

Labor Law and Policy Journal 28 (2007): 132-33.  

31 Fine, Janice, and Jennifer Gordon. “Strengthening Labor Standards Enforcement Through Partnerships With 

Workers’ Organizations.” Politics & Society 38.4 (2010): 552-85. 
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organizations would disclose information that better enables individuals to protect themselves 

against health care risks and equip civic groups and government itself to more effectively 

reduce those risks. Consider three important kinds of organizations that create health care risks: 

health care providers, pharmaceutical companies, and insurers. 

In a health care Infotopia, there would be much more information available about the 

comparative operations and performance of hospitals and health care providers. Providers 

would make public data about their operations that are directly relevant to preventable sources 

of death and illness: medical errors,32 secondary infections, and so on. Information about 

success and failure rates for various treatments and therapies would also be publicly available, 

as would disaggregated cost data. 

Further up the treatment chain, pharmaceutical companies and medical device manufacturers 

create health risks when they introduce unsafe of ineffective products.33 In Infotopia, at least 

two kinds of disclosure would help to tame these organizations. The first is a more thorough 

going regime of disclosure to address potential conflicts of interest around the research, 

development, and testing practices for new drugs and devices. Here, institutional corruption is 

one prime danger.34 We rely upon individuals such as doctors and institutions such as research 

hospitals and universities to check temptation of pharmaceutical and device companies to sell 

more products, even when their safety or efficacy is uncertain. A large conflict of interest, and 

                                                      
32 See Institute of Medicine Committee on Quality Health Care in America. Too Err is Human: Building a Safer 

Health System. eds. Linda T. Kohn, Janet M. Corrigan, and and Molla S. Donaldson, Washington, D.C.: National 

Academy, 2000. 

33 See, for example, Marcia Angell. “The Truth About Drug Companies. How They Deceive Us and What to Do 

About It” (2004) and Marcia Angell. “Drug Companies & Doctors: A Story of Corruption.” The New York Review 

of Books 56.1 (2009): 15. 

34 Lawrence Lessig. “Democracy After Citizens United” in Boston Review (September/October 2010) 
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potential threat to citizens’ interest in health, arises when many these individuals receive 

payments and perks from the very manufacturers whose products they assess. Systematic and 

thoroughgoing disclosure of the relationships between the producers and evaluators of health 

products. Full disclosure in this domain would involve not simply knowing the sponsors and 

funding sources for particular studies, but also information on the extent of all manner financial 

support for studies, scholars, and institutions by manufacturers. The second is actual 

performance information about drugs and devices — including not just academic studies, but 

field results as reported by clinical surveillance, reporting of adverse events, and even patient 

self reports. 

In the United States, the degree and quality of health insurance presents a third organizational 

threat to citizens’ interests in health. Individuals frequently cannot access health care services 

because they lack insurance and so cannot pay for it, because their insurance coverage does not 

cover the treatments they require, or because insurers deny claims. Infotopia would create 

information bases about both (i) the formal coverage and cost provisions of health care plans, 

(ii) their substantive, realized performance on dimensions such as provider choice, claim 

approval/denial rates, and (iii) client satisfaction. Through individual and social information 

processing, these data would allow individuals to identify the plans that best suit their needs, 

arm civic and watchdog organizations to identify poor insurers that threaten citizens’ health, 

and create competitive pressures as employers, governments, and individuals use these data to 

select more effective insurance companies and plans. 

To recap, the proportionality principle of democratic transparency indicates that Infotopia should 

generate plentiful data regarding health care products and services because health is a vital 

citizen interest. Within the domain of health care, the proportionality principle requires wide-
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ranging disclosures from providers, manufacturers, and insurers because those organizations 

create the greatest risks within health care. The availability principle indicates that many sorts of 

data about these three kinds of organizations should be publicly available — not just data about 

the promised characteristics of the those organizations’ products and services, but also data 

about potential conflicts of interest, actual performance (health outcomes, claim denial rates), 

and client satisfaction. 

The availability of such data, however, is no guarantee at all that information will be accessible 

or actionable by those who rely on health care products and services. The satisfaction of those 

principles depends upon the complex interaction of public policies, civil society organizations, 

target organizations themselves, and the organization of political and economic structures that 

lie beyond the scope of Infotopia. 

Because of its complexity and multi-dimensionality, health care information will only be 

accessible to individuals when informational intermediaries — for example governments, 

employers, or consumer groups — process and package that information in ways that suit the 

values, needs, habits, and capabilities of consumers. For individuals, accessibility depends in 

part information being provided at times when they face health care choices — selecting 

insurers, providers, or drugs and therapies, for example. It is unlikely that a database 

constructed by a public health agency will provide data (even if it is the right data to have) at 

such choice points. Instead, intermediary groups like employers and consumer health advocates 

are better positions to know when individuals will actually use that health information, how to 

get it to them, and how to provide it in ways that people will comprehend. 

For health care information to be actionable by individuals, they must have real choices across 
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which that information ranges. If there is only one health care provider within driving distance 

or if an employer offers only one health insurer, than comparative data about provider quality 

will not much matter. More intimately, comparative information about drugs, devices, and 

courses of treatment matter less for a patient whose physician does not discuss alternative 

medicines or therapies. In a world in which health care information is both accessible and 

actionable by individuals, citizens’ vital interest in health is protected in at least two important 

ways. First, people protect themselves by choosing less risky, more capable, providers of health 

products and services. Second, the revelation of comparative differences and the competitive 

pressures forced by individual choices compel health care organizations to improve their 

performance. Though these dynamics depend upon a world in which individuals enjoy 

meaningful, high quality choices on these dimensions, an examination of how such choices 

might be expanded lies beyond the scope of this inquiry.  

Health care Infotopia, however, does not rely solely, or even primarily, upon individual action 

to reduce health risks. As I have stressed throughout, to see individuals as the primary actors in 

the dynamics of transparency is simple-minded and mistaken. This is certainly the case for 

health care. Precisely because information is complex and multi-dimensional, and because 

target organizations are large and often face few competitors, the role of large organizations is 

essential. Consumer health advocates, for example, would use comparative performance 

information to shame poorly performing insurers and providers and press them to improve, as 

community organizations used home loan data to pressure banks. Patient organizations would 

use conflict-of-interest and medical products outcome data to develop assessments of emergent 

and competing therapies and practices for their respective disease groups. Employers would 

utilize more plentiful outcome data to select between insurers, and insurers to select providers. 
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Infotopia aims to generate information that feeds virtuous dynamics in which countervailing 

power reduces health risks through political, social, and economic dynamics. 

 

 

5. Toward Infotopia 

The sections above sketch organizing principles so that information can be harnessed by 

democratic agents to reduce threats to citizens’ vital interests. A society governed by those 

principles is an Infotopia. Compared to some of the proposals in the Real Utopias series — for 

example the notion of a Universal Basic Income35 or for wide-ranging participatory democracy36 

— Infotopia enjoys greater support in the current political discourse worldwide. Whereas there 

are many skeptics of participatory democracy (who favor traditional representative 

government) and many more opponents of income and asset redistribution, the basic notion of 

transparency finds widespread support and few, perhaps too few critics. Among governments, 

this support is manifest in the dramatic expansion of Freedom of Information laws, the Obama 

Administration’s early commitment to Open Government, and the international Open 

Government Partnership. In global civil society, organizations such as Transparency 

International and the International Budget Partnership represent the leading edge of 

transparency. 

Infotopia’s four principles of democratic transparency offer both an extension and critique of 

                                                      
35 Ackerman, Bruce A., Anne Alstott et al. Redesigning Distribution : Basic Income and Stakeholder Grants as 

Alternative Cornerstones for a More Egalitarian Capitalism. London   New York: Verso, 2006. 

36 Archon Fung, and Erik Olin Wright, eds. Deepening Democracy : Institutional Innovations in Empowered 

Participatory Governance. London   New York: Verso, 2003. 
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this current enthusiasm for transparency. That critique has five main components. First, 

transparency advocates should not focus just on governmental informational, but on any 

information that threatens citizen interests. Indeed, the focus on government may be 

counterproductive insofar as the politics of public accountability can work to undermine 

support for government generally, and government is the major force capable of bringing about 

democratic transparency. Second, transparency efforts should conceptualize information 

politically, as a resource to turn the behavior of large organizations in socially beneficial ways. 

Transparency efforts have targets, and we should think of those targets as large organizations 

—  public and civic, but especially private and corporate — who would rather not provide 

information to the public. Third, the principle of proportionality should guide champions of 

transparency. Rather than focusing their efforts on the information that government happens to 

have or on the richest data sets, they should target the organizations that most threaten citizens’ 

vital interests. Among views of transparency, the principle of proportionality is perhaps the 

most novel and distinctive component of democratic transparency. Fourth, we should avoid the 

common habit of thinking of individuals as the principal users and beneficiaries of 

transparency. Instead, professionals and organizations often constitute the most important 

users of public disclosures. Indeed, Infotopia depends upon a favorable structure of civic 

associations who are disposed and capable of using information in sophisticated ways. This 

structure is the “civic immune system” described in section 3 above. Fifth, the actionability 

principle directs our attention to the economic, political, and social structures that determine 

whether individuals and organizations can use information to guide their choices and 

strategies. Though the reform of these structures is part of a broad agenda that extends far 

beyond the politics of information, the success of democratic transparency depends upon 

favorable structures of choice and action. 
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Even on a society in which these principles were fulfilled, Infotopia would not achieve Utopia. 

Information is never sufficient to secure important democratic values: welfare, public and 

private accountability, the protection of our other vital interests. But information about 

organizations upon which we depend is necessary for determining the extent to which those 

organizations advance or jeopardize our interests. Information is also a necessary ingredient for 

effective individual and social action that reorients those organizations in positive directions. 

The current discourse of transparency recognizes the importance dislodging information from 

reluctant and secretive organizations. Infotopia’s four principles of democratic transparency 

extend and guide that basic insight by specifying the focus of such efforts and articulating the 

conditions under which information can produce much more democratically desirable 

consequences. 

 

 


